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Instagram just a book with pictures? No way, it’s much 

more nowadays! It’s THE social medium to tell your story 

to the world with almost 1 milliard worldwide users, among 

whom 6 million Dutch people.

1

#limonade

#foodlover

 132 likes
@the_holy_kauw_company  
is a #foodie Instagram account 
at its finest. It looks nowadays 
like a magic magazine filled with 
food, fashion, travel and lifestyle 
photographs instead of the 
imperfect photos from during 
the beginning of Instagram.  
(photo: @hankearkenbout) 
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v.l.n.r. @andathousandwords @joelixjoelix @andathousandwords @justlikesushi @justlikesushi  
@mydeernl @theobert_pot @joelixjoelix @sloppopyeah @sigridbulens @instaproofnl @kaesutherland  

INSTAGRAM: VISUAL STORYTELLING

Instagram is the perfect social media platform 

for visual storytelling. Users could show what 

they like, who they love and what inspires 

them by using pictures and videos. This way, 

their followers could sympathize with them. 

It’s not just the consumers that use Instagram 

to tell their story and what they are up to, also 

businesses use the platform for their services 

and products. 

Most people will use Instagram to take a look 

in the life of others, for inspiration or to dis-

cover: holiday destinations, cool products or 

handy services. We call this group the ‘lurkers’, 

they consume content but won’t respond. 

There’s also a group of people who respon-

ses, but (almost) don’t post. 

Another group of people, the smallest, uses In-

stagram to show their selves, their passion or 

their work to others. They are called ‘content 

creators’. This book is meant for them. 

Whether you want to use Instagram for private 

use, as a business or when you’re self-employ-

ed: look at this visual social media channel as 

a signboard. 

You could get into direct contact with new 

friends or clients besides publishing new pho-

tos and videos. Businesses choose massively 

for Instagram. They could tell the story about 

their brand on a daily base; with this they can 

strengthen the relation with their followers, 

because their target group is daily active on 

this platform. They could also connect with 

new followers, potential new clients, by telling 

a sincere, inspiring or informative story. 

STARTING WITH INSTAGRAM 

You have probably already in mind how you 

would like to set your brand, before you start 

with Instagram. What is your vision and what 

would you like to tell your followers? And why 

do you want this, what is your motivation? It’s 

important to decide what you would like to 

achieve with Instagram precisely, and to keep 

your target clear. The better you manage this, 

the easier it will get to adjust your content and 

the earlier you will reach your goals. 

Instagram insights
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#crazycatlady

#sundayfamilyday

#bodyafterbaby 

Dreaming away at the Grand Canyon, posing in 

your newest outfit on a bridge in Amsterdam, 

swinging with ocean view at a Balinese beach. 

Nowadays, you follow the people with the life 

you dream of. Instagram did not begin with this 

picture perfect, but this slicked look has beco-

me the biggest attractive power of the visual 

platform. Although we can now see (luckily) the 

ordinary life again, since the discussion about 

the negative consequences brought by the too 

perfect image has started. Instagram doesn’t 

present just the unreachable ideal now, but a 

mix of ‘picture perfect’ and ‘keeping it real’. 

Thanks to Instagram stories (see chapter 10), 

you can see much rawer, real content that is 

made here and now. Insta Stories complement 

the slicked perfect photo feed. They offer 

together a beautiful catalogue, a display in 

which you can show your products, services or 

moments from your life. Including a backstage 

view which shows how your products develop 

and which tells your story. 

v.b.n.b. @maandagdaandag @dehuismuts 
@clubvanrelaxtemoederselsbeth

PEOPLE MAKE INSTAGRAM
The most popular categories on Instagram are: fashion, travel, food and health. Although 

this doesn’t tell us anything about the other great tech-accounts or other ‘complicated’ 

services. Yet, personal accounts score better than business accounts. @SelenaGomez (140 

million followers) is the most popular person on Instagram for instance. The most popular 

brand @natgeo (National Geographic) can’t compete with this with its 90 million followers. 

Do your research well in order to get a clear 

target group (see chapter 3). You can think 

about the type of content that fits with this, 

once you’ve a clear picture of this all (see 

chapter 4). 

THIS IS HOW INSTAGRAM BEGUN 

The American Kevin Systrom and Mike 

Krieger launched Instagram in the Apple app 

store in October 2010. The (photo editing) 

app became an instant success. You could 

work with it fast, and the app became popular 

because an active community formed. 

Facebook noticed the growing popularity of 

Instagram. Facebook considered Instagram as 

a rival, but also as a chance. A photo sharing 

platform had never been this successful 

before. Facebook saw also an opportunity in 

the ‘mobile’ character of the app, because 

Facebook was mostly being used on laptops 

and computers back then. Instagram was truly 

made for the smartphone. Facebook adapted 

Instagram back in April 2012, when Instagram 

was being used by 50 million people around 

the world already. A year later, Facebook also 

tried to take over Snapchat. This didn’t work. 

Although, the Snapchat concept of temporary 

image filling content was being integrated into 

Instagram in 2016, called Instagram Stories. 

The daily use of the app grew with 160% wit-

hin a year because of this introduction. 

SUPER ACTIVE USERS 

The interesting thing about Instagram is how 

it is one of the most active mobile communi-

ties. Users often like or react on the platform. 

Especially youngsters are active on Instagram, 

because Facebook doesn’t offer what they 

look for any longer: a place to talk with each 

other, which isn’t discovered (yet) by their 

parents. Although you can see now more pa-

rents on Instagram and it has become a social 

medium for everyone. 

Picture perfect
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A new post 
will be shown 
at only 10% of 
your followers 
(at first).

Beat the algorithm!
You have probably heard before of the ‘al-

mighty algorithm’. Algorithms are active on al-

most all social media channels and determine 

what you get to see on your feed. You can’t 

see the posts of people you follow in chroni-

cal order, but in an order which is unique and 

hard to understand. 

HOW DOES THE ALGORITHM WORK? 

The algorithm works according to the domino 

effect. For example: you have 1,000 followers, 

and you post a photo. Instagram will show this 

photo to approximately 20 of your followers. 

Your photo will be shown to the next 50 

followers when these followers take action 

by liking or commenting on this photo. The 

same applies here: when there is interaction, 

your post will be shown in more feeds, and 

this way your post will be spread among more 

users. Your post will die slowly when you don’t 

receive likes or reactions, because Instagram 

won’t share it further. So it’s important to gain 

as fast and as much as possible likes and 

comments in order to keep the domino effect 

up & running. 

The algorithm is often adapted to improve 

the feed for users. Certain accounts can see 

their reach shrink or rise as soon as there has 

been an update of the algorithm. Have you 

detected a big change in your Instagram re-  766 likes @nathaliekemna Let’s go everywhere  

THE FIRST HOUR IS SACRED! 
It’s for influencers part of the job to get around the algorithm. Travel and lifestyle 

Instagrammer Nathalie Kemna (@nathaliekemna) shares her best tip: ‘‘As soon as I 

posted a picture, I’ll be really active on Instagram for the first hour. I try to get as many 

interactions on the photo as possible. I think I’m seen more when I do this.’’

THE SOLUTION? ADVERTISING! 

The algorithm is barely to manipulate, 

and the more users there are on the 

platform, the more difficult it will be to 

reach your own followers. If you want to 

be sure that you reach everyone when 

you have something very important to 

say, such as a launch of a new product, 

just advertise. Herewith you can target 

your own followers or you can focus 

your message on your ideal target 

group. Whether they are young, yoga 

mothers or sixteen-year-old Justin 

Bieber fans.

ach and would you like to talk about this? Join 

a Facebook group such as Dutch Instagram or 

Instagram Posse. People talk about changes 

on Instagram in these groups and you will be 

able to ask all of your questions. 

TIP
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trial & error

Keep in mind: these tips are ‘trial & 

error’ because of the mysterious and 

ever-changing algorithm. So keep 

experimenting and try different tricks 

to discover how you could conquer 

your spot on Instagram best. Would you 

like – just like us – to keep updated of 

all the Insta updates? Follow business.

instagram.com/blog. Instagram posts 

their latest updates here, but also they 

also share tips & tricks for striking ad-

vertising for instance.

@hashtagbylily: ‘‘Instagram changes its 

algorithm often, and I adapt my ‘strategy’ to 

these changes mostly. I try to stay on top 

of the last changes, read speculations and 

analyses and try these on. If you really want 

to grow, you have to put a lot of time into 

Instagram. You have to build a band with 

your followers so that they will search for 

you, rather you appear on their feed or not. 

You can personalise your brand even further 

with Insta Stories.’’

1   MAKE IRRESISTIBLY CONTENT 

The more beautiful, more unique or more 

sensational your content is, the bigger the 

chance you’ll receive likes and comments. 

And the bigger the engagement, the more 

you got rewarded by the algorithm. 

 

2   BE CONSISTENT 

Instagram will ‘like’ you more when you post 

more often and consistent. This way you will 

get more visible. 

 

3  HASHTAGS ARE THE WAY TO GET FOUND 

Choose the right hashtags which fit perfectly to 

your post or your Instagram goal. (Would you like 

to learn more about hashtags? Check chapter 7.)

 

4   PUT HASHTAGS IN CAPTION 

Hashtags could be placed in the caption or 

the first comment. It’s your choice. 

5    START AN INSTAGRAM POD

This is a group of similar Instagrammers which 

could make each other bigger by liking each 

other’s pictures and by placing comments of 

minimal 4 words right after posting. They stay in 

touch with each other via group chats by using 

DM’s, WhatsApp or a Facebook-group. Please 

note: it’s possible that these pods will be disad-

vantaged by the Instagram algorithm in time. 

 1.026 likes
@hashtagbylily Obsessed with 
the final collaboration of @esprit x 
@openingceremony  Check out  
ALL the photos of the squad on  
the blog  Styling & creative 
director: @celmatique Photography:  
@lisadewolf.photography #esprit 
#espritxOC #openingceremony 
#hashtagbylilyad

TIP
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5 TIPS TO BEAT 
THE ALGORITHM



Although the algorithm remains somewhat 

mysterious, we know one thing for sure: inter-

action is the key! Messages that strike people 

or that are conversation starters are for this 

reason the way to go. It is therefore important 

to choose a defined topic for your Instagram 

account with a clear focus or a specific target 

group. An account with a clear focus grows 

sooner and faster than a general account. So 

for example, don’t choose for money matters, 

but for savings tips for youngsters. Not for 

fashion, but for vintage from the 50s.

Focus is of much greater importance for 

Instagram then on other social media channels 

because you are being followed on Instagram 

based on your profile page. That profile page 

is not only small on a smartphone, it must also 

convince immediately. The average Instagram 

user decides in 2 seconds if you are worth 

following. So choose one subject, style or 

target group that ensures recognition and 

coherence.

@beeldsteil chooses consistently for Scandinavian 
chic. The complete feed has a recognizable, minimalis-
tic look with black, white and grey as base colors. 

Focus
focus focus

 308 likes

@beeldsteil • air • plants 

keep me fascinating #green 

#airplants #urbanjungle 

#simple #blogteamddw 

#flatlay

withstylenu
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